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Marriage and the Law
A Statement of Principles

Executive Summary

HOW SHOULD family law treat marriage? In this report, a group of family scholars and legal scholars come together to acknowledge some key propositions about marriage and family law in the United States.

Marriage is a key social institution, with profound material, emotional, and social consequences for children, adults, and society. As marriage weakens, fewer men are committed to family life, more women are saddled with the unfair burdens of parenting alone, and children’s ties to both their parents (especially fathers) are weakened. Communities face increasing social and economic problems.

The most important benefits of marriage are not the sole creation of law. Social science evidence strongly suggests the prime way that marriage as a legal institution protects children is by increasing the likelihood that children will be raised by their mother and father in lasting, loving (or at least reasonably harmonious) family unions. Marriage in any important sense is not a creation of the State, not a mere creature of statute.

For marriage to create these benefits, it must be more than a legal construct. Creating a marriage culture that actually does protect children requires the combined resources of civil society—families, faith communities, schools, and neighborhoods—public policy, and the law in order to channel men and women towards loving, lasting marital unions. In recent years more Americans, and more family scholars, are taking marriage seriously.

Unfortunately, the recent trend in family law as a discipline and practice has been just the opposite. Family law as a discipline has increasingly tended to commit two serious errors with regard to marriage: (a) to reduce marriage to a creature of statute, a set of legal benefits created by the law, and (b) to imagine marriage as just one of many equally valid lifestyles. This model of marriage is based on demonstrably false and therefore destructive premises. Adopting it in family law as a practice or as an academic discipline will likely make it harder for civil society in the United States to strengthen marriage as a social institution.

As scholars and as citizens, we recognize a shared moral commitment to the basic human dignity of all our fellow citizens, black or white, straight or gay, married or
unmarried, religious and non-religious, as well as a moral duty to care about the well-being of children in all family forms. But sympathy and fairness cannot blind us to the importance of the basic sexual facts that give rise to marriage in virtually every known society: The vast majority of human children are created through acts of passion between men and women. Connecting children to their mother and father requires a social and legal institution called “marriage” with sufficient power, weight, and social support to influence the erotic behavior of young men and women.

We do not all agree on individual issues, from the best way to reform unilateral divorce to whether and how the law should be altered to benefit same-sex couples. We do agree that the conceptual models of marriage used by many advocates are inadequate and thus contribute to the erosion of a marriage culture in the United States. We seek to work together across the divisive issue of gay marriage to affirm the basic importance of marriage to our children and to our society. We call on all the makers of family law—legislators, judges, the family law bar, and legal scholars who create the climate in which other players operate—to develop a deeper understanding of and commitment to marriage as a social institution.

A prime goal of marriage and family law should be to identify new ways to support marriage as a social institution, so that each year more children are protected by the loving marital unions of their mother and father.
I. Why We Come Together

[Marriage] is something more than a mere contract... It is an institution, in the maintenance of which in its purity the public is deeply interested, for it is the foundation of the family and of society, without which there would be neither civilization nor progress.

—Justice Stephen Johnson Field, Maynard v. Hill, 125 U.S. 190, 210-11 (1888)

What if statements like these, which to modern ears sometimes sound like mere platitudes, turn out to be true? What if marriage really is an essential core institution of American society, a close kin in importance to private property, free speech and free enterprise, public education, equal protection of the law, and a democratic form of government?

How then should law and society treat marriage?

We are legal scholars, family scholars, lawyers, and reformers who come together to affirm a large and serious vision of the significance of marriage in American society and in American law.

Many of us have devoted substantial parts of our professional and public lives to addressing the consequences of family fragmentation and fatherlessness for children, for adults, and for the larger community. We are deeply committed to the moral principle of equal regard between men and women, and of marriage reforms that are consistent with the equal dignity of both genders. We are especially concerned with protecting adults and children threatened by family violence, and with reducing destructive conflict between parents. We gladly acknowledge the importance of additional social and legal institutions for protecting children, such as adoption, and the obligations of a good society to care about children in all family forms, traditional or non-traditional. We come together to affirm seven great truths about marriage and the law:

1. **Marriage and family law is fundamentally oriented towards creating and protecting the next generation.** Marriage serves many social purposes, including meeting adult needs for love and intimacy. The classic goods and goals of marriage include love, fidelity, sexual satisfaction, and mutual support, as well as the creation and care of children. Marriage is an important institution for adults, satisfying the yearning for companionship and creating a social ecology that helps men and women bridge the sex divide. Equality, intimacy, and benefits for adults are all important. But these adult needs cannot displace marriage’s central role in creating children who are connected to and loved by the mother and father who made them.
2. The primary way that marriage protects children is by increasing the likelihood that a child will know and be known by, love and be loved by, his or her mother and father in a single family union. The primary benefits of marriage for children, therefore, are not a set of legal incidents that the law can confer upon other family structures by court order or legislative decree. The law of marriage protects children to the extent that it succeeds in getting men and women to have and raise their children together. Because women are connected to their children naturally, through the process of gestation and birth, marriage is especially important for effectively connecting children to fathers, not only satisfying more children's longing for a loving father, but creating more equal distribution of parenting burdens between men and women.

3. Marriage is first and foremost a social institution, created and sustained by civil society. Law sometimes creates institutions (the corporation is a prime modern example). But sometimes the law recognizes an institution that it does not and cannot meaningfully create. No laws, and no set of lawyers, legislators, or judges, can summon a social institution like marriage into being merely by legal fiat. Marriage and family therefore can never be reduced to a legal construct, a mere creature of the state. Faith communities play a particularly powerful role in sustaining marriage as a social institution. The attempt to cut off “civil marriage” from “religious marriage”—to sever our understanding of the law of marriage from the traditions, norms, images, and aspirations of civil society that give marriage real power and meaning—is in itself destructive to marriage as a social institution.

4. The law's understanding of marriage is powerful. Legal meanings have unusually powerful social impacts. People who care about the common good, therefore, need to take seriously the potential consequences of dramatic legal changes in marriage and family law. “Neutrality” is rarely an option. When government intervenes in important social debates, from no-fault divorce to same-sex marriage, the law privileges its own viewpoint and has the power to affect the culture of marriage as a whole, often in ways few intend or foresee.

5. Marriage is an irreplaceable social good. Marriage is more than a values issue. Irreplaceable goods—equality of opportunity, the prevention of poverty, the well-being of children, the equal dignity of men and women, and the transmission of American civilization into the future—are at stake in the marriage debate. The well-being of society and children depends on the health of our marriage culture.

6. High rates of divorce, unmarried childbearing, as well as violent or high-conflict marriages, hurt children. An abundance of social science evidence shows that all three of these forms of family breakdown hurt children. One key purpose of marriage is to prevent the damage that occurs to children when their mothers and fathers fail to build decent, average, good-enough, lasting, loving unions.
7. **A good society cares about the suffering of children.** Children are resilient and can become functioning, loving, successful adults in a number of family forms. But the resilience of children is no good excuse for moral callousness on the part of parents or society. A good society does not ignore conditions that create unnecessary suffering for children on the grounds that children can overcome difficulties. In a good society, adults seek to shield children from damaging threats, pain, and suffering, even when doing so requires assuming greater burdens and making significant sacrifices for the adults themselves.

Out of these seven truths comes our shared commitment:

8. **A major goal of marriage and family law should be supporting civil society’s efforts to strengthen marriage, so that more children are raised by their own married mother and father in loving, lasting unions.**

II. The Failing “Family Diversity” Model

Many respected and influential voices in family law, as we lay out below, reject the idea that law and society should support and affirm marriage, arguing instead for a family diversity model in family law.

What is the family diversity model? It is a normative moral commitment to the idea that no family form is superior to any other family form. The family diversity model transforms family fragmentation from a social problem into a sign of progress. Its advocates say that neither law nor society should prefer any one kind of family structure over any others. In the family diversity model, marriage is not the preferred context for childraising, but one of many possible, equally approved family forms adults ought to choose freely, without social support or censure.

Professor Katherine Bartlett, for example, one of the “reporters” (or drafters) of the American Law Institute’s *Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution*, distills the moral and social argument made by family diversity advocates in a recent essay entitled *Saving the Family from the Reformers*. Her work in family law, she says, is driven by “the value I place on family diversity and on the freedom of individuals to choose from a variety of family forms....”

But what happens to children when adults claim the right to choose for themselves from a variety of family forms? Two generations ago, Americans advocating the family diversity model as a moral ideal may not have known the consequences of increasing family fragmentation. But forty years of social experimentation has demonstrated conclusively: the “family diversity” experiment has failed.
This is not merely our personal view. An abundance of objective social science evidence now shows that marriage is not just one of many equally protective family forms. When marriages fail, or fail to take place, children, women, men, and society suffer.

When men and women fail to get and stay married, children are placed at risk.

Children raised outside of intact marriages have higher rates of poverty, mental illness, teen suicide, conduct disorders, infant mortality, physical illness, juvenile delinquency, and adult criminality. They are more likely to drop out of school, be held back a grade, and launch into early and promiscuous sexual activity, leading to higher rates of sexually transmitted diseases and early, unwed parenthood. After a broad and vigorous scientific debate we now know that, as the nonpartisan child-research organization Child Trends recently put it, “Research clearly demonstrates that family structure matters for children.” Of the family structures that have been well-studied: “the family structure that helps children the most is a family headed by two biological parents in a low-conflict marriage. Children in single-parent families, children born to unmarried mothers, and children in stepfamilies or cohabiting relationships face higher risks of poor outcomes.... There is thus value for children in promoting strong, stable marriages between biological parents.”

The retreat from marriage hurts women, as well as children. As marriage weakens, the practical result is not greater egalitarianism, but widespread gender inequality, as women disproportionately shoulder the costs and burdens of raising children alone. Divorce or legal separation can provide important protections for women, as well. Adequate child support and other appropriate supports for single mothers are important. But neither a government check nor a child support check offers children or their mothers the same benefits as an intact, loving family.

High rates of family fragmentation contribute to a broad array of social problems for communities and taxpayers, including increasing rates of poverty, crime, juvenile delinquency, substance abuse, teen pregnancy, and other social problems. We are concerned first about the suffering and risk to children whose parents part. But because marriage is an important generator of human and social capital, we are also concerned with the ways that adults as well as whole communities suffer when a marriage culture frays.

The decline of marriage creates serious inequalities of opportunity, affecting poor children and racial minorities disproportionately. Marriage is a wealth-building institution, a profound source of social and human capital. Today many American children, through no fault of their own, are deprived of the significant social, educational, economic, spiritual, emotional, and psychological advantages of functioning, intact married families.
A growing acceptance of fatherlessness as “normal” promotes a dehumanized vision of men and masculinity. Children long for their fathers as well as their mothers. This longing emerges so early, and for many children with such intensity, that it is hard to dismiss as a mere “social construct.” Men also need and want a vision of masculinity that affirms the indispensable role of good family men in protecting, providing for, and nurturing children, as well as in caring for and about their children’s mother. A culture that no longer expects most men to become reliable fathers and husbands promotes a degraded vision of masculinity to men and about men, one deeply at odds with the human dignity of men and women and with the needs of children.

The marriage gap promotes racial and class inequities in America. In America today, the risks and burdens of fatherlessness and family fragmentation are not evenly distributed across the spectrum of class and race, but are disproportionately experienced by our least-advantaged children and communities. In a good society, the vast majority of children will receive the love and care of their own mother and father, regardless of race, income, or social class. Discrimination, unequal employment opportunities, gender mistrust, and any other cultural, social, or economic barriers to strengthening marriage in particular ethnic or socioeconomic communities are important social problems to be remedied, not diversities to be celebrated.

When men and women fail to build decent marriages in which to rear their children together, children suffer. Even when children are not “permanently damaged” in ways that social scientists are equipped to measure, most children find the separation of their mother and father from each other to be extremely painful, and many find it has lasting consequences for their own experience of family and personal identity. High conflict and violent marriages are also extremely damaging to children. Thus a marriage-supportive culture must find ways to reduce not only divorce and unmarried childbearing, but also destructive conflict and family violence.

Respect for Pluralism as a Moral Value

Let us be clear on what we mean (and do not mean) by this critique of family diversity. Respect for pluralism as a moral value is widely shared in America. It has multiple and overlapping meanings reflecting (a) the deep value Americans place on personal liberty; (b) our commitment to democratic dialogue that finds value in listening to others’ perspectives even where we disagree; (c) the right of minorities to equal protection of the laws; and (d) compassion for those whose disadvantaged circumstances require special accommodation in order to participate fully in American life.

This rich array of meanings is not the subject of our criticism here. We agree with family diversity advocates that all parents struggling to raise responsible children should be respected for their efforts. We agree with family diversity advocates that
single mothers and their children need special help from families, neighbors, and the wider community to help overcome the difficulties they face when men fail to become responsible fathers.

But when family diversity comes to mean that society must equally affirm all the choices adults make about family forms, regardless of how they affect children or others, then we must respectfully, but forcefully, disagree. Breaking up a family, for example, is not an immutable characteristic, like race or gender; it is a choice made by at least one adult. A call to reflection about when and under what circumstances that choice is appropriate is not a threat to equality but part and parcel of human dignity. Adults who make choices that affect their children (as well as themselves and others) have a right to more than “happy talk” that uncritically supports their choice, whatever they choose to do. They, like all of us, deserve to live in a society which engages in compassionate, morally serious, and intellectually credible discussion about when and how adults’ choice to divorce or have children outside of marriage can hurt children, men and women, and communities.

Family diversity advocates sometimes imply that we may not speak about the better performance of some family forms than others for children because hearing that truth may make some of us uncomfortable with choices we have made. When family diversity moves from a principle of compassion for those in difficult circumstances, to positioning itself as a core moral ideal for family life, it fundamentally asks law and society to take the side of unencumbered adult individualism over the needs of our own children. Compassion for adult feelings cannot trump the needs of children or the demands of truth.

The good society reaches out to children in all family forms. A good society protects children from the consequences of parental irresponsibility and seeks positive means (including adoption) to provide for children whose biological parents fail them. But a good society equally never seeks deliberately to create conditions that deprive a child of his or her natural mother and father, or licenses adult irresponsibility towards the children men and women make.

We recognize that one or both adults can conduct their marriages so badly that children are better off if parents part. We recognize, too, that human beings are resilient, that children raised outside of intact marriages sometimes can and do surmount the difficulties and grow to become loving, functional, and successful adults. But the alleged resilience of children is no good excuse for moral callousness on the part of parents or society. Adults in a good society have and feel a powerful moral obligation to protect their own children from damaging suffering and risk, even when doing so requires assuming additional risks, deprivations, and burdens themselves.
When it comes to marriage, we are hopeful that truth and compassion can both prevail. We can respect all families struggling to raise decent children, even while acknowledging and striving towards an ideal in which each year more children are born to and raised by their own mother and father joined in a lasting, loving marital union, one that is premised in the first instance on innate human dignity, one that is safe from family violence and marked by equal regard between husbands and wives.

III. The Emerging Consensus on Marriage

In the last decade we have witnessed many promising signs of a cultural renewal around marriage. Americans have responded to the growing awareness of the social problems created by rising rates of family fragmentation in a characteristically American way: by social learning, reform, and renewal.

These hopeful signs include: a broad consensus of scholars across ideological lines acknowledging the important role marriage plays in protecting the well-being of children; modest declines in divorce over the last twenty years; increasing disapproval of divorce among young people (many of whom are intimately familiar with its effects on children); an increase in the number of African American children living with married parents; an increase in the number of children living with both biological parents; and an increased commitment among married couples to permanence (and greater happiness) than found among married people 20 years ago.

We recognize that many factors besides attitudes and values affect family formation behavior. We know these hopeful signs for marriage renewal are only preliminary and may prove fleeting. We know that other indicators suggest that the marriage crisis is far from over. But as Americans have increasingly recognized the importance of lasting marriages, more Americans are also making renewed efforts to strengthen marriage.

To succeed in this great task, all the custodians of our marriage traditions—families, faith communities, marriage experts, educators, therapists, and other parts of civil society—must work together to transmit a deeper, richer, and more effective marriage culture to the next generation. Among these important custodians of our marriage tradition we include the makers of family law: judges, legislators, the family law bar, and the academy.

IV. The Failure of Family Law

In the midst of these hopeful signs of social renewal, we call attention to an increasingly disturbing trend: As scholars in other disciplines come to shed increasing light on the importance of marriage as a key social institution, family law as a discipline is moving in the opposite direction, embracing family diversity as
the moral ideal which should undergird family law. Even as American society in general begins to refocus on how marriage can better serve the needs of children, much of family law as a discipline and practice remains preoccupied with the sexual choices and rights of adults.

This embrace of family diversity as our core social and legal ideal make it increasingly likely that family law, as a practice, will make it harder for Americans to do the critical task of protecting children by strengthening marriage.

We seek in this statement to investigate the reasons for this failure of family law, to analyze why so few of the legal custodians of marriage have integrated new scholarly evidence on the importance of marriage into their work, and to forge a new consensus about the basic conceptual principles that underlie marriage and family law.

We do so recognizing that basic principles are but one tool used in evaluating specific family laws and possible family law reforms. We do not mean to foreclose important debates on how family law can best address unilateral divorce, encourage marriage, support ties between parents and children, reduce domestic abuse, or address the new issue of same-sex unions. We do not all necessarily agree on the specifics of various proposed legal reforms. But we do agree that the conceptual framework being promoted by the official custodians of family law—in the academy, the bar, and in many recent judicial decisions—is an impoverished one that needs to be changed if the law is going to support families and children, rather than undermine society’s ongoing efforts to help children and strengthen marriage.

We gather together in particular to call attention to two large and important ideas:

1. Marriage is fundamentally a social institution, shaped by civil society.
   Marriage cannot be created by government. Marriage is not merely a legal construct, and the authors of family law go wrong when they speak, act, and legislate as if marriage were a creature of the state, no more than the sum of its legal incidents. Marriage is in the first instance a moral bond between two individuals. As a social institution, it is profoundly a product of civil society, rooted in and responding to persistent facets of human biology, in which government and law play a crucial, but only a supporting role.

   Our social safety net is primarily social. Marriage’s existence in anything but a nominal sense depends on the combined efforts of families, friends, and faith communities, and on the efforts of the “custodians” of the marriage tradition, old and new: clergy, therapists, counselors, and family scholars. One cannot create a social institution like marriage simply by passing laws or ordering it into being.
Yet the mere fact that the law alone cannot create marriage does not make family law irrelevant or negligible. Good family law does play a role in helping civil society to sustain marriage. Bad law can surely undermine these efforts. Getting the law wrong has real consequences for marriage (as in other areas of civil society or the economy that are touched by law). In order to do their job properly, makers of family law must become more knowledgeable about and respectful toward the underlying social institution that they are attempting to regulate. The law must view itself as a collaborative player rather than a dominant hegemon in marriage and family life.

2. In family law, the interests of children should come first. Why? Partly because children are vulnerable dependents whose protection by government and third-parties should trump adult agendas of right or left.

But children’s interests come first in family law for another key reason as well. Family, as a social institution, is in a basic sense profoundly “about” (though not limited to) children. Families are the means through which we make the next generation, transmitting our society to the future. Marriage transforms biologically unrelated adults into kin, jointly committed to caring for any children they have (or adopt). If the law is to fulfill its crucial role in helping sustain this social institution, the custodians of marriage and family law (judges, scholars, lawyers, and legislators) cannot lose sight of the one crucial and irreplaceable social function of marriage and family: encouraging men and women to come together to give themselves to the next generation.

V. What’s Missing? Dependency, Generativity, and Responsibility

In recent years, the story of the law has changed in ways profoundly destructive to the interests of children, of women who care for them, and of men who wish to be dependable family men. (For examples, see “Evidence of Troubling Trends in Family Law,” Section VI, infra.) Although there are dissenters (and arguably an increasing number), the story of marriage currently embedded in our family law is largely of two rights-bearing individuals seeking personal satisfaction and making private choices.

What’s missing from this current legal story of marriage? Three large human realities: dependency, generativity, and responsibility.

Dependency

The problem of dependency (for both the old and young) is particularly acute today. Changes in demography and social roles mean that there are large increases in
dependency needs at precisely the same time that supportive institutions (such as marriage) are weakening. An aging population (an increase in the proportion of older people to younger people in society), in particular, threatens to challenge the capacity of other institutions—the neighborhood, faith communities, and the state—to support dependency.

Re-imagining family law as the story of rights-bearing individuals making choices removes from family law the very core of family life, with the obligations to connection and caring that arise from relatedness, not merely personal choice. Not all familial obligations are also legal ones. But legal discourse that directly or indirectly seeks to imagine the family as a series of close personal relationships collapses the distinction between elective affinities and family obligations, between friends and family, between those we help because we want to, and those we want to help because they belong to us.22

Generativity

When men and women enter sexual unions, one potential result is children. Crafting marriage and family as the story of adult rights to diverse choices radically subordinates the well-being of children to the needs, desires, and tastes of rights-bearing adults.23

Marriage emerged in virtually every known society to wrestle with the problematic of fatherhood, the biologically based sexual asymmetry in which men and women jointly have sex, but women alone bear children. The process of gestation and birth ensures that at a minimum, the mother is around when the baby is born. But no identical biological imperative connects the father to his child, or to the mother of his children. Marriage emerges out of the child’s need for a father and the mother’s need for a mate. It emerges, too, out of a deep-seated longing among men to uncover a masculine role in the drama of creating and nurturing human life, to become the kind of husband that women want and the kind of father that children look up to. Marriage thus helps create a greater equality between parents than nature alone can sustain.

Responsibility

As family law moves towards embracing a family diversity ethic as its core goal, it begins to tell a story about marriage and family life that is radically divorced not only from lived experience, but also from the aspirations of young people. With the advent of unilateral divorce, for example, the story the law tells about marriage is this: Marriage is the temporary union of two independent adults who stay together for their own private purposes, so long as it happens to suit the interests of both adults. The aspiration to marriage, on the other hand, includes a desire to become the kind of human being who can be counted on by one’s spouse and by one’s

One cannot create a social institution like marriage simply by passing laws or ordering it into being.
children. A family law based on a “thin” ethic of justice, in which unisex rights-bearing individuals make choices about lifestyles, cannot serve the fullness of adult capacities or desires, much less the needs of children whose consent is not asked or required. Of course, such a trend in legal thinking is not universal. As the conventional wisdom in family law increasingly embraces family diversity and adult sexual liberty as core goals, many family law scholars across the ideological spectrum are demonstrating increasing unease with the consequences for children and society, and a renewed search for a better model for marriage and family law.24

VI. Evidence of Troubling Trends in Family Law

Exhibit A: The 70s Divorce Revolution

In the 1970s and early 1980s, nearly every state in the union moved towards some form of unilateral no-fault divorce, and they did so with very little public debate, or attention to the consequences for children. At the 1970 meeting of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, in an extended discussion of divorce law, the commissioners quickly batted aside the idea that children’s interests might differ from adults’ desires:

"While the studies are fairly recent and there aren’t a great many of them, what studies there are which have followed up children of divorce suggest that children of divorced parents make out better on every relevant criterion...than do the children of undivorced parents who label their parents’ marriages as unhappy.”25

With the passage of time, more experience, and better social science evidence, these sanguine views of divorce as generally beneficial to children (whenever one partner wants out) have been replaced by more realistic views, supported by more extensive scientific evidence, that acknowledge that when it comes to divorce the desires of adults and the interests of children often diverge.26 What an adult chooses is not necessarily best for children, especially in the absence of strong social norms guiding parents’ understanding of the consequences, advising when it is “okay” to choose to divorce.27

As William A. Galston has pointed out:

The benefits of no-fault divorce were immediate, especially for men seeking an easier exit from long-established marriages. An understanding of the costs emerged more slowly, through painful experience and the gradual accretion of research.28
Yet many current debates in marriage and family law disturbingly recapitulate this easy equation of the interests and desires of adults and the needs of children. The assumption that all family forms adults may choose are equally protective of children has proven dangerously false. The same mistake ought not be repeated in contemporary family law debates.

Exhibit B: ALI and Family Law Scholarship

The assumption that marriage is just one of many equally affirmed family forms now permeates much family law scholarship.29

In the summer of 2000, writing in *Family Law Quarterly*, distinguished family law scholar Harry D. Krause put it this way: “A pragmatic, rational approach would ask what social functions of a particular association justify extending what social benefits and privileges. Marriage, qua marriage, would not be the one event that brings into play a whole panoply of legal consequences.”30 Speaking about tax laws that treat married and cohabiting couples differently, he concludes: “The rational answer seems clear: Married and unmarried couples who are in the same *factual* positions should be treated alike.”31

Similarly, in the *Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution*, the American Law Institute declares that our society has a fundamental commitment to “family diversity.”32 People live in a variety of ways. The way they live is what gives rise to legal and moral obligations. The ALI’s report also argues that the fact that a marriage has or has not taken place should have minimal, if any, legal or social implications. In the ALI report’s view, a legal marriage vow, a public pledge by the couple to lifelong mutual care, sexual fidelity, financial support, and a shared family life, gives rise to no unique expectations or obligations fundamental to the principle of social justice in family life:

> The absence of formal marriage may have little or no bearing on the character of the parties’ domestic relationship and on the equitable considerations that underlie claims between lawful spouses at the dissolution of a marriage.33

This view of marriage as a formal relationship, rather than a social institution that changes people and their relationships, leads the ALI to advocate for treating cohabiting couples, at least in some instances, as if they were married.34

Exhibit C: Trends in Canadian and European Law—Equating Marriage and Cohabitation

Several European nations and Canada, as well as Australia and New Zealand, have recently adopted policies whereby cohabiting couples (“de facto couples”) are given
the same (or similar) legal treatment as married couples simply by virtue of having lived together for a specified period of time. Unlike earlier common law marriages, such spousal status does not depend upon a couple having held themselves out as a married couple, or even having made a private marriage commitment, but instead arises simply out of the extended cohabitation. Blurring the legal boundaries between the committed and less committed relations makes it harder for the community to recognize who is married, and for married couples to signal to one another their own commitment.

Exhibit D: The Legal Debate about Marriage and Same-Sex Unions

We do not all agree substantively on the issue of whether the legal definition of marriage should be altered to include same-gender couples. Some of us are inclined to favor it, others to oppose it. Some of us are uncertain and concerned about how to weigh or balance the interests involved, from the well-being of children to the legitimate needs of gay and lesbian people.

We do agree, however, that the basic understanding of marriage underlying much of the current same-sex marriage discourse is seriously flawed, reflecting all the worst trends in marriage and family law generally. It is adult-centric, turning on the rights of adults to make choices. It does not take institutional effects of law seriously, failing to treat with intellectual seriousness any potential consequences that changing the basic legal definition of marriage may have for the children of society. In many cases it directly or indirectly seeks to disconnect marriage from its historic connection to procreation. Sadly, an attack on the idea that family structure matters now forms a part of some advocates’ case for same-sex marriage in both the courts and the public square. We invite advocates of same-sex marriage who genuinely believe that two parents are better than one to develop public arguments for same-sex marriage that do not disparage connecting mothers and fathers to their children as an important social norm.

In the very first U.S. court decision favoring same-sex marriage (Baehr v. Lewin), for example, the high court of Hawaii declared, “This court construes marriage as “a partnership to which both partners bring their financial resources as well as their individual energies and efforts.”” Baehr v. Lewin, 852 P.2d 44, 58 (Haw. 1993). The highest judicial authority in the state thus produced a definition of marriage which, as one legal scholar has noticed, “is virtually indistinguishable from the definition one might accord a business partnership. . . . Indeed, it could embrace nearly all forms of collaborative enterprise.” The Hawaii Supreme Court is not, of course, alone. Numerous legal scholars in recent times have advanced or assumed this view of marriage.

Courts that have moved to same-sex marriage display a distressing tendency to first reduce marriage to a legal construct, unrelated to any natural, biological, or sexual realities, such as the generation of children or the gender asymmetry in parenting. In the Massachusetts same-sex marriage ruling, Goodridge v. Department of Public
Health, the Court began its constitutional analysis with the statement, “We begin by considering the nature of civil marriage itself. Simply put, the government creates civil marriage.”42 Similarly a recent federal trial court opinion striking down Nebraska’s state marriage amendment described marriage baldly as a “creature of statute.”43

Courts have by no means uniformly accepted this relatively novel view of marriage, or rejected the importance of procreation and family structure to the intrinsic purposes of marriage.44 Indeed, supreme court decisions in Washington and New York demonstrate renewed respect for this understanding.45

To frame the same-gender marriage issue as exclusively about gay and lesbian civil rights fails to take seriously the issues at stake. Many of us believe that same-sex marriage may offer important potential goods, from increasing stability for children raised by parents in same-sex partnerships, to greater social attention toward the legitimate needs of gay and lesbian people. But we recognize that the question of whether and how altering the legal meaning of marriage from the union of male and female to a unisex union of any two persons will change the meaning of marriage itself is a critical question, which serious people must take seriously, and about which Americans of good will may and do disagree.

**VII. Why are Marriage and Family Law Headed in the Wrong Direction?**

As America in general and other scholarly and intellectual disciplines in particular have moved towards a deeper understanding of and support for marriage as a social institution, why has much of family law moved in the opposite direction?

A. “Building a House in a Hurricane”

One reason that trends in marriage and family law have been less than ideal is that it is hard to build a house in a hurricane. The last forty years have seen dramatic changes in social, sexual, and family mores. When social mores are changing rapidly, it may be particularly difficult for experts to perceive, much less enact, the kind of legal reforms that would be most supportive of the interests of children and society as a whole.

The law must adapt to social change. But the judges and legislators who make family law, and the legal scholars who create the climate of legal opinion which influences judges and legislators, must exercise more caution about building houses in hurricanes,
lest they inadvertently institutionalize and thereby perpetuate potentially harmful social change.

Today, as the hurricane subsides (i.e., as the divorce rate declines and unmarried childbearing has stopped accelerating as rapidly as it did in the 1970s and 1980s), is a particularly apt moment to survey the damage, and to reassess the goals of family law, and the means available at law to support these goals.46

B. “Too Few Players at the Table”

“U.S. law is not handed down from on high even at the U.S. Supreme Court,” U.S. Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer said recently, “The law emerges from a conversation with judges, lawyers, professors and law students. . . .”47

There is much truth in this claim. But one of the troubles with marriage and family law is that, when it comes to understanding and making wise law for our most basic social institution for protecting children, it is not good enough to have a conversation that takes place only between lawyers, judges, professors, and law students. The conversation from which the law emerges needs to include many more players, who are far more knowledgeable about the social institution called marriage that the law is regulating.

In particular, the legal discourse surrounding marriage and family law needs to incorporate the knowledge and insights of other custodians of the marriage tradition, including the emerging consensus among family scholars on the importance of marriage for child well-being.

C. “The Skewed Perspective of the Big Divorce Bar”

There is nothing nefarious or unethical about high-powered divorce lawyers becoming involved in crafting legal proposals. But there is something extremely limiting—intellectually, morally, and socially—when family law discourse begins to be dominated by the unrepresentative experience of the big divorce bar.

In the first place, highly paid divorce lawyers are paid to represent the interests of adults, not children. Second, the big divorce bar represents primarily clients with high incomes and major assets. In this way, the divorces they handle are extremely unrepresentative. Most adults who divorce have limited incomes and few assets.

When the big divorce bar dominates family law, the law begins to be shaped by the most unrepresentative experience of the extremely affluent. The laws thus shaped are then used to regulate the lives of the vast majority of Americans, who are not rich, and of children, who are unrepresented at the bar.
Even with the best of intentions, and a broader client base, making law based on broken and disrupted families without considering or acknowledging the effects on all marriages represents a limited perspective. Family law today is like “Gray’s Pathology” when it should be “Gray’s Anatomy.”

D. “The Myth of Mutual Consent”

For many years, legal debates about divorce law were informed (or misinformed) by the “myth of mutual consent.” Legal experts talked about no-fault divorce as if it took place ordinarily by mutual consent, merely enabling couples who wished to divorce to do so with a minimum of acrimony or outside interference.

The reality of divorce in America today is that in the majority of divorces, only one spouse wants to divorce. For the law to unilaterally take the side of this spouse is not government “neutrality.” It is to reduce, as one commentator recently noted, the obligations of the marriage contract to the same status as gambling debts (that is, to mere “debts of honor” unenforceable at law).

Divorce or separation can provide an escape hatch from truly horrific relationships. But it also often breaks up families in situations where both spouses can acknowledge many personal and emotional benefits of the marriage for themselves and their children.

If two people are determined to break up their marriage, there is little the law can do to make them live together as a family. But the myth of mutual consent underwriting the unilateral divorce revolution wrongly suggests that most or all divorces today are driven by such an inexorable determination on the part of the couple. Instead, the evidence suggests that many divorced people are deeply ambivalent about the decision to divorce, and can imagine other outcomes that might have been better for themselves and their children. Part of the goal of family law should be to encourage such imaginings when they still can do some good, to support both spouses, not merely the one who wishes to divorce, and to therefore find concrete ways to encourage reconciliations, where appropriate and possible, in the majority of distressed marriages that are not violent.

VIII. Can We Go Back?

Given this critique of current family law, should American society merely “go back” to early forms of family law? No. We cannot “go back” and we do not want to. Many of the changes in the culture of marriage have been good for women, children, and society, including increasing respect for the equal dignity of
men and women, increased protections for victims of domestic violence committed inside or outside of marital relationships, and greater legal protections for children born outside of marriage.

But if we cannot go back to the mythical past, before law and culture responded to women’s aspirations for equality, and before children were raised in large numbers in alternative family forms, neither can we indulge in nostalgia for the 1970s, when many educated Americans viewed anything sexually new or nontraditional as intrinsically progressive or life-enhancing. Having painfully learned how children, adults, and communities suffer when marriages fall apart, or fail to take place, we cannot go back and pretend that our current high rates of fragmented families and fatherless children represent progress, rather than a social problem to be solved.

IX. Is There a Better Way? Toward a New Working Model in Family Law

How do we move law towards a legal theory of marriage that is more respectful toward and supportive of marriage as a social institution? We propose three general insights:


When it comes to economics, courts, legal scholars, judges, legislators, and other thoughtful observers have no trouble recognizing the gap between “the law” and the underlying social phenomenon that the law attempts to regulate. No court in America would preface an important decision in telecom law, for example, by flatly declaring, “Government creates the telecommunications industry,” even though the development of this or any other industry is in part dependent on the proper structuring of laws governing that industry. American legal minds understand that there is a gap between the thing economic law regulates (e.g., productive activity) and the law itself. Despite many disagreements about particulars, American legal minds also understand that in the realm of economics getting the structure of law right matters.

Similarly, it is hard (as yet) to imagine a court of law declaring that it creates “civil motherhood,” even though there are important laws regulating who the parent is, and what the rights of parents are, and even though adoption can transfer the status of motherhood to non-biological parents. The state understands very well that a phenomenon as large and significant as motherhood cannot be reduced to a legal construct or a creature of statute. In making laws about parenthood, the state is regulating a key set of productive relationships that it does not and cannot create.

What does this mean in the context of the current marriage debates? A government that understands that it does not create markets or motherhood needs to understand
that marriage cannot be reduced to a legal construct either. Marriage as a meaningful social institution—one that makes a difference in the hearts and minds and behavior of mothers and fathers and the wider society—is necessarily the product of civil society: of families, faith communities, songwriters, storytellers, neighbors, and friends, who together create a vision of what marriage means in our shared public culture. It is family, friends, and faith communities who do the necessary and hard work of raising children to become young men and women who respect the marriage bond and at least try to live up to its demands.

This is not work that the law, alone, can do. Because marriage is so intimately related to the generation of and the protection of children, government has always been seen to have a legitimate role in regulating the “civil effects” of marriage. The law also plays an important role in sustaining the shared meanings and consequences of marriage. Getting the law of marriage right therefore matters a great deal.

Part of getting marriage law right requires a renewed modesty and realism on the part of the state, including our courts. The state cannot by itself create a marriage that matters, one capable of constraining or channeling erotic drives of adults in the interests of children and society. The state therefore must exercise special care not to undermine this web of meanings sustaining our increasingly fragile marriage culture.

The law must recognize that it is only one of many players—albeit an important one—that together help create and sustain a marriage culture. “Civil marriage,” absent the support of civil society, is unlikely to mean much for children or society. Only when marriage is broadly supported by law and civil society, including but not limited to faith communities, does it remain a powerful social institution, capable of directing the behavior of men and women in the interests of children and society.


Human nature exists and sets limits on what law can accomplish by fiat alone. In the economic domain, it is well understood that, for example, while we may wish that people would protect others’ property as assiduously as they protect their own, if we make legislation based on this assumption, bad things will happen, because it is not true. (Explaining why, as one university president famously puts it, “Nobody washes rental cars.”)

When it comes to marriage, law must respect the reality of the ways in which human biology, human nature, and social relationships are intertwined. We may wish men to be, say, equally committed fathers outside of marriage as inside of
it. We may even legally declare that children will have the same rights to their fathers’ care and support inside and outside of marriage, but the law’s commands alone will not make it so.56 Mother and child are intimately connected by the bonds of pregnancy and birth. Father and child are not so linked, unless culture, law, and society conspire to transform sperm donors into true lovers and good husbands, and thereby into reliable fathers. A good society consciously seeks to raise boys who aspire to be good family men. The principal vehicle in our society, and virtually every known human society, for linking fathers to their children is marriage.

We support laws requiring unmarried fathers, as well as married fathers, to support their children, financially and in other ways. We also know, from 40 years of social experimentation, that child-support payments do not replace a loving, hands-on dad. If we want our children to know and be loved by their fathers, law and culture must acknowledge and respond to human sexual realities by supporting a marriage culture.


A new respect for the idea that institutions matter permeates the field of economics and its relationship to law. As two prominent scholars argued recently, “The central message of the New Institutional Economics is that institutions matter for economic performance.”57

Economic institutions are not created by law, although they are deeply affected by it. Firms, markets, and contracts exist first as institutions of civil society. Their legal treatment, however, profoundly affects the extent to which these (mostly) privately ordered relations succeed in achieving their (partly) public goals.

Sophisticated economic thinking recognizes that contracts, for example, are not just legal constructs, supported by legal sanctions; they are also social understandings supported by social norms. Business people believe that, by and large, contracts are to be honored, not only because the law will extract punishments for failing to do so, but also because this is how honorable business people behave. These internalized ideals, as well as the reputational consequences of violating business norms, affect the way business people behave with respect to contracts. The law plays an indispensable role in maintaining these social expectations by enforcing contracts. But the shared understanding of the contract, and the social (and not just legal) consequences of being perceived to deal in good faith, are important mechanisms for bringing the benefits of contract to life.58

Whereas many once believed that withdrawing legal regulation was all that was necessary for the economy to flourish, the post-Soviet experience has taught economists to realize that goods like the market depend on social institutions, such as social trust...
and respect for the rule of law. As Furubotn and Richter conclude, “The invisible hand, if unaided by supporting institutions, tends to work slowly and at high cost.”

If this insight is true for a purely economic institution, how much more must it be for something as primarily and primordially social as marriage?

Judges, legislators, family law scholars, and other influential legal thinkers need to take seriously the “institutional” effects of law on the culture of marriage.

X. How Does Family Law Matter?

Why does the law matter? Historically in the United States, legal scholars have focused on explaining the power of law “from the perspective of the bad man.” In these models, the law shapes individuals’ actions by changing the structure of incentives—imposing punishments (criminal sanctions, civil liability or penalties for marital misconduct, for example), or offering benefits. These are of course extremely important functions of law and public policy.

But it is equally important to consider the consequences of law and legal institutions “from the perspective of the good man,” from the role the law plays in shaping norms, expectations, and therefore behaviors among the law-abiding. Laws do more than punish, as Mary Ann Glendon has pointed out: “In England and the United States the view that law is no more or less than a command backed up by organized coercion has been widely accepted. The idea that law might be educational, either in purpose or technique, is not popular among us. . . . [L]aw is not just an ingenious collection of devices to avoid or adjust disputes and to advance this or that interest, but also a way that society makes sense of things.” It is “part of a distinctive manner of imagining the real.”

Professor Carl Schneider points to the “channeling function” of law:

By and large, then, the channeling function does not primarily use direct legal coercion. People are not forced to marry. One can contract out (formally or informally) of many of the rules underlying marriage. One need not have children, and one is not forced to treat them lovingly. Rather, the function forms and reinforces institutions which have significant social support and which, optimally, come to seem so natural that people use them almost unreflectively. It relies centrally but not exclusively on social approval of the institution, on social rewards for its use, and on social disfavor of its alternatives.
As another family scholar recently put it, “Laws do more than distribute rights, responsibilities, and punishments. Laws help to shape the public meanings of important institutions, including marriage and family.”

Scholars who have adopted behavioral law and economics perspectives have already explored some of the many ways that the social signals sent by law affect generally prevailing social norms. For example, the law’s choice of default rules affects the parties’ own perceptions of what is “fair” or “normal” when they negotiate contracts.

The law sends “social signals” that affect individuals and communities that are distinct from any cost-benefit analysis individuals make about incentives or punishments imposed by the law. Legal scholars widely acknowledge this phenomenon in other contexts. For example, changes in law may trigger “informational” or “reputational” cascades, in which Americans adopt certain beliefs because they perceive others to acknowledge them as true, or because they perceive their social standing will be negatively affected because of what others believe to be true and good. The social changes in racial attitudes and values triggered by civil rights laws, for example, represent one such phenomenon. As two scholars note: “Laws that have produced compliance with little or no enforcement, such as those that relegate smoking to designated areas and those that require people to clean up after their dog, have much to do with the informational and reputational mechanisms....”

Same-sex marriage supporters are acknowledging this same privileged power of the law to affect social meaning when, for example, they argue (as the Goodridge court did) that the creation of separate legal status for same-sex couples would not be the same as marriage, even if the legal benefit structure was identical.

We may agree or disagree about the message the law would send in such instances, but we cannot credibly act or reason as if such social signals do not exist, or are not significant. The law’s understanding of a social institution is a privileged and powerful one. The public, shared understanding of a basic social institution like marriage is affected by how the law describes, understands, and enacts marriage. Because social institutions are cognitive—they direct human behavior by shaping shared perceptions—changing the public meaning of marriage will change what marriage is and how it is experienced by every member of the larger society.

One may see these kinds of social consequences of legal change as good, or as questionable, or as both. But to argue that these kinds of cultural effects of law do not exist, and need not be taken into account when contemplating major changes in family law, is to demonstrate a fundamental lack of intellectual seriousness about the power of law in American society.
XI. Principles of Pro-Marriage Legal Reform: Six Criteria

Law and public policy have many legitimate goals, from protecting children in alternate family forms, to promoting civility and respect for rights of individuals in the public square, to encouraging equal regard between men and women. Support for sustaining marriage is, in our view, a critical value and social need, but we do not mean to suggest that it is the only one, or a trump card that should settle all important conflicts of goods, or clashes of values in the public square.

At the same time, if supporting marriage is a purported goal of a proposed legal change, it is important to develop principles that help us to distinguish when and what kinds of legal and policy changes are likely to support marriage as a social institution, and what kinds of legal changes are likely to make it more difficult for civil society to sustain a marriage culture. In that spirit we offer the following six criteria for thinking through proposals intended to support marriage.

A legal or policy reform strengthens marriage as a social institution when it:

a. Protects the boundaries of marriage, clearly distinguishing married couples from other personal relations, so that people and communities can tell who is married, and who is not. The harder it is to distinguish married couples from other kinds of unions, the harder it is for communities to reinforce norms of marital behavior and the more difficult it is for marriage to fulfill its function as a social institution.

b. Treats the married couple as a social, legal, and financial unit. When the law, through the tax code or other means, disaggregates the family and treats married men and women as if they were single, this does not represent “neutrality.” Because marriage is in fact a real economic, emotional, social, parenting, and sexual union, the law must in justice treat married couples as a unit, rather than as unrelated individuals.

c. Reinforces norms of responsible marital behavior, such as encouraging permanence, fidelity, financial responsibility, and mutual support and discouraging violence or destructive conflict, for example. Marriage is not merely an expressive ceremony. It is a real public commitment that has content: a substantive purpose and strong social norms. While civil society must do the heavy lifting in establishing social norms surrounding marriage, law and public policy should reinforce and support efforts to do so.

d. Seeks to reduce divorce, unmarried childbearing, and/or violence and destructive conflict in marriage. The best single indicator for how well marriage is faring in American society is: What proportion of American children are...
being born to and raised by their own married mom and dad in a reasonably harmonious union?70

e. **Does not discourage childbearing (or adoption71) by married couples.** Children are one of the prime social goods created by marriage. Marriage as a social and legal institution is dedicated in part to encouraging men and women who want them to have children and raise them together.

f. **Communicates a preference for marriage (provided it is not high-conflict or violent) as the preferred context for childrearing,** particularly to young people who will be making the choices that affect the next generation’s well-being. Legal changes intended to celebrate family diversity as a social ideal are necessarily at odds with a marriage culture. Not every child has had or will ever have the protection of a mom and dad joined in a reasonably harmonious marital union. Support for all children is essential to a decent and just society, regardless of whether their parents are married. But coping with family fragmentation in law and culture is different from celebrating it. A pro-marriage reform envisions marriage as a preferred social ideal, and not just one of many equally promising lifestyles, especially for parents of children.

**XII. Conclusion**

**STRENGTHENING MARRIAGE** in American society is an important social goal. As twelve family scholars recently put it:

> “Marriage is an important social good, associated with an impressively broad array of positive outcomes for children and adults alike. Family structure and processes are of course only one factor contributing to child and social well-being.... But whether American society succeeds or fails in building a healthy marriage culture is clearly a matter of legitimate public concern.”72

The law is only one tool in this larger effort at cultural renewal, but it is an important one. Americans are a forward-looking and optimistic people. We look forward to a broader discussion of ways that family law, as a discipline and practice, can support Americans’ marriage dreams, so that more children are raised by their own mothers and fathers joined in loving, lasting marriages.
Appendix: Strengthening Marriage in Family Law: Proposals

This is a list of proposals intended to generate new discussion among state legislators and family lawyers about ways law and public policy might strengthen marriage in law and in society. As signers of this document, we do not all endorse each of these reforms. We realize that the law, which has concrete impact on real people, cannot be reduced to a “values” discussion. People of good will who support marriage can and do disagree profoundly about particular policies and legal approaches, including the suggestions outlined below. Continued reflection, input, and practical experience with consequences will lead many legal and family scholars in different directions regarding these and other pro-marriage suggestions. We do hope, through offering concrete examples like these, to generate new attention to the need and discussion of the best means for strengthening marriage in law and culture, and of possible strategies for doing so.

Establish a preference for married couples in adoption law. While it may not always be possible, and therefore should not be legally mandatory, the best interests of a child are generally served by being raised by a married mother and father, at least in the case of nonfamilial adoptions. Adoption exists to serve the needs of children, not to promote adult rights to choose diverse family forms.

Offer (or mandate) a remarriage and stepfamily education workshop for couples where one or both parties have a child from a previous relationship. Stepfamilies pose unique challenges for married couples and their children, as well as great opportunities when they succeed. Encourage community groups (faith-based and civic) to offer targeted help to new families in the process of blending.

Require a substantial waiting period for unilateral divorce. Create a one- or two-year waiting period before a spouse can obtain a no-fault divorce without mutual consent, in nonviolent marriages. Require spouses to show “good faith” efforts or “due diligence” to save their marriages, by taking responsible steps to reconcile (in the absence of violence).

Codify the basic obligations of marriage by statute. Marriage is created by the freely given consent of a man and woman, witnessed by church and/or state, to enter into a permanent sexual, financial, emotional, and parenting union. Its basic obligations include sexual fidelity, permanence, mutual care and support of each other and any children of their union. Require couples to sign an affidavit upon getting a marriage license that they have read and understood these basic obligations.

Add a new goal to court-connected divorce education programs: Facilitating reconciliations in nonviolent marriages. Half of all counties have court-connected divorce education programs. These typically have just two goals: reducing litigation
and reducing parental acrimony. Adding a third goal of facilitating reconciliations where possible would allow state and federal governments to work with marriage education experts and family scholars to establish the “best practices” for programs that achieve all three goals. Even when reconciliation is not reached, teaching relationship skills will help co-parenting relationships and help the parties’ next marriages.

**Add a marriage message to teen pregnancy prevention programs.** Programs using federal or state government funds should teach the next generation that, ideally, you should be grown, educated, and *married* before deliberately seeking to get pregnant.

**Offer marriage education, and divorce interventions, to low-income couples.** The current administration has proposed a marriage initiative that primarily offers relationship skills and education to low-income couples who want to marry.\(^{74}\) Congress should expand such legislation to offer divorce interventions designed to reduce conflict and encourage reconciliations to low-income couples, and provide the money necessary to evaluate such programs and establish “best practices.” But even in the absence of federal legislation, faith communities, state and local government, and community groups should look for new ways to offer effective marriage education and divorce interventions to low-income married couples, in order to reduce unmarried childbearing, divorce, and high-conflict or violent marriages.
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A model for such legislation might be found by amending the Virginia rule.

Va. Code Ann. § 20-91 (2006) (Grounds for divorce; other grounds include adultery, felony conviction with confinement for more than one year with no subsequent cohabitation, and cruelty or desertion after a year):

A. A divorce from the bond of matrimony may be decreed:... (9)(a) On the application of either party if and when the husband and wife have lived separate and apart without any cohabitation and without interruption for one year. In any case where the parties have entered into a separation agreement and there are no minor children either born of the parties, born of either party and adopted by the other or adopted by both parties, a divorce may be decreed on application if and when the husband and wife have lived separately and apart without cohabitation and without interruption for six months...; as follows:

Proposed revision:

A. A divorce from the bond of matrimony may be decreed:... (9)(a) On the application of [both parties] if and when the husband and wife have lived separate and apart without any cohabitation and without interruption for one year, [or by either party when the husband and wife have lived separate and apart without any cohabitation and without interruption for two years]. In any case where the parties have entered into a separation agreement and there are no minor children either born of the parties, born of either party and adopted by the other or adopted by both parties, a divorce may be decreed on application if and when the husband and wife have lived separately and apart without cohabitation and without interruption for six months...."

74. With the passage of the administration’s Healthy Marriage Initiative, federal funds are now available for exactly this kind of intervention. Deficit Reduction Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-171, § 7103, 120 Stat. 138 (to be codified at 42 U.S.C. 603(a)(2)).
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